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WHY DID MORMON AND MORONI WRITE IN REFORMED
EGYPTIAN?

“We have written this record according to our knowledge, in the characters which are
called among us the reformed Egyptian.”
Mormon 9:32
meaning the Nephite “interpreters” that Moroni
deposited with the plates (Mormon 9:32–34; see also
Mosiah 8:13, 19; Alma 37:21; Ether 4:5).

THE KNOW

Having been entrusted with the plates by his father
Mormon, the prophet Moroni made a brief remark
about the script he and other Nephite record-keepers
and prophets had used in composing the record. He
said: “And now, behold, we have written this record
according to our knowledge, in the characters which
are called among us the reformed Egyptian, being
handed down and altered by us, according to our
manner of speech” (Mormon 9:32, emphasis added).
Moroni then went on to say that “if our plates had
been sufficiently large we [the Nephite record-keepers]
should have written in Hebrew; but the Hebrew hath
been altered by us also; and if we could have written in
Hebrew,
behold,
ye
would
have
had
no imperfection in our record.” This was punctuated
with the comment that “because that none other
people knoweth our language, therefore [the Lord]
hath prepared means for the interpretation thereof,”

A thousand years before Moroni’s time, Nephi made
reference to Egyptian, but in a different sense. At the
beginning of 1 Nephi, Nephi said that he was writing
his record in “the language of [his] father [Lehi], which
consists of the learning of the Jews and the language of
the Egyptians” (1 Nephi 1:2, emphasis added).
Whatever script Nephi utilized about 550 years before
Christ should not be confused with the “reformed
Egyptian” spoken of by Moroni.1 The “characters”
called “reformed Egyptian” by Moroni were evidently
used to record the abridgement of the so-called “large
plates” of Nephi (1 Nephi 9)2 and of the Jaredite record
on the twenty-four gold plates; that is, the records
abridged by Mormon and his son Moroni in the New
World in the fourth century AD that included the
books of Lehi, Mosiah, Alma, Helaman, 3 Nephi, 4
Nephi, Mormon, Ether, and Moroni. (It also seems
1

than Hebrew, but at the expense of clarity and
accuracy.11 This perhaps explains why Book of
Mormon scribes–––concerned with the limited space
they had on the plates–––chose Egyptian as their
preferred script over Hebrew, despite the difficulty this
created for them in writing.12

likely that Words of Mormon was written in these same
characters.)
It is important to note that “Moroni explicitly says that
the term reformed Egyptian refers to the script [used
to record the Book of Mormon] rather than the
language [spoken by the Nephites].”3 Furthermore,
Moroni appears to have indicated that the name
“reformed Egyptian” was in use specifically among his
cohort of Nephite record-keepers. In other words,
reformed Egyptian appears to have been a technical
scribal term used to specifically describe the type of
script being used to engrave the plates of Mormon, not
necessarily the name of a broader spoken language or
earlier script.4

That Egyptian characters were also “reformed” or
“altered” by generations of Nephite scribes “according
to our manner [their] speech” is not at all unusual
(Mormon 9:32). Languages and scripts inevitably
transform over time to accommodate the needs of
those speaking, reading, and writing them. This
includes ancient Egyptian and, apparently, the form of
Egyptian used by the Nephites.13

The Nephites, of course, may have adopted much or
part of one or more New World indigenous languages
as their spoken day-to-day language not long after they
encountered the broader cultural landscape of ancient
America.5 In any event, the reformed Egyptian used by
Mormon and Moroni in the fourth century AD may
have been comparable to several scribal, literary,
liturgical, or religious languages that even today are
studied and used in certain traditional or academic
settings but are not actively used in any day-to-day oral
communication, such as Old Church Slavonic, Coptic,
Biblical Hebrew, Syriac, Pali, Sanskrit, Avestan, and
Latin.6

Beyond the handful of characters preserved in the socalled “Anthon Transcript” or “Caractors”
Document,14 we may never know what Nephite
reformed Egyptian looked like. Without access to the
gold plates, we may likewise never know precisely how
it functioned as a written script.15 Nevertheless,
scholars have recovered ancient Near Eastern texts
that perhaps offer comparable examples of “reformed
Egyptian.”16
The most enticing of these is the text known today as
Papyrus Amherst 63. Discovered on the island of
Elephantine in southern Egypt in the late nineteenth
century, this papyrus, which post-dates Lehi’s time by
about four centuries, “contain[s] three psalms that
originated in the Kingdom of Israel before the fall of
Samaria (722 BCE).” What makes this text so
remarkable is that “the scribes of the scroll used
Egyptian Demotic script to write texts in the Aramaic
language,” a Semitic language closely related to
Hebrew.17 This is comparable to what is depicted in the
Book of Mormon: a modified Egyptian script being
used to record Israelite texts.18

But why would Mormon and Moroni have not written
using a Hebrew script? Moroni explained that “if our
plates had been sufficiently large we should have
written in Hebrew.” However, their “Hebrew [had]
been altered by [them] also.” If he could have written
in good Hebrew, Moroni was confident that modern
readers “would have [found] no imperfection in [his]
record” (Mormon 9:33). Regarding changes in Hebrew
script over the centuries, Hebrew indeed developed in
form over the first millennium B.C.7 Regarding brevity,
Hebrew is an alphabetic script, which means that each
word must be spelled out letter by letter (in this case
only consonants without vowels) to convey its sound
and meaning.8 Egyptian, on the other hand, contains
alphabetic (phonograms or sound-signs) as well as
logographic (ideograms or sense-signs) characters,
meaning characters that can represent a word, phrase,
or idea.9

THE WHY

The complicating factors described above reveal a
number of points. First, these issues help us to
understand why Book of Mormon authors would have
felt self-conscious about the limitations and failings of
their own writing ability. This is especially evident with
Moroni, who implored his readers “not [to] condemn
[the record] because of the imperfections which are in
it” (Mormon 8:12; cf. Mormon 9:31, 33; Ether 12:23–
24). The difficulties in writing a lengthy and complex
literary-historical work on metal plates in small
characters in a highly abbreviated and altered script

Additionally, Egyptian scripts such as hieratic and
especially Demotic can be written in a shortened or
abbreviated form.10 This means various forms of
Egyptian could conceivably be written more compactly
2

that likely did not reflect the common language surely
made composing the Book of Mormon no easy task
for the Nephite prophets, who frankly admitted that
“if there are faults [in the record] they are the mistakes
of men” (Book of Mormon Title Page).
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NOTES
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While several unanswered questions remain about the
nature of Nephite reformed Egyptian, there is enough
surviving evidence to piece together a believable idea
of what it was, how it functioned, and why the Nephite
record-keepers chose to utilize it as a script to record
the Book of Mormon. Far more important than
struggling to scrutinize the unknown (and
unknowable) details about reformed Egyptian,
however, Moroni encourages and exhorts us as his
readers to savor the precious words of Christ preserved
in the Book of Mormon by ancient prophets and
brought forth to the world by a modern one.
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